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ABSTRACT

Results are presented from a towing-tank experiment conducted in order to

document the effects of waves on the boundary layer of a surface-piercing

body. A unique, simple model geometry is utilized which makes it possible to

identify and isolate the most important features of the wave-induced effects.

Measurements were made of wave profiles as well as detailed boundary-layer

velocity profiles for three wave-steepness conditions: zero, medium, and

large. The effects of the waves for both the medium- and large-steepness

conditions are shown to be significant. In particular, the variations of the

external-flow piezometric-pressure gradients cause acceleration and decel-

eration phases of the streamwise velocity component and alternating direction

of the cross flow which result in large oscillations of the displacement

thickness and wall-shear stress as compared to the zero-steepness condition.

The magnitude of these trends increases with increasing wave steepness. Wave- %

induced separation, which is present under certain conditions in the experi-

ments, and other relevant phenomena are discussed. The measurements are

compared and close agreement is demonstrated with results from first-order

boundary-layer calculations with a symmetry-condition approximation for the

free-surface boundary conditions.
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1. IWRI)ODUCTION

Experimental information concerning the effects of waves on the boundary

layer of a surface-piercing body is extremely limited. Most of the experi-

mants have been performed in towing tanks using various hull forms. Surface

shear-stress and pressure distributions and stern and near-wake mean-veloci-

ties have been measured. Also, some turbulence measurements have been made in

circulating-water channels. Although the results from these studies indicate

significant effects due to the presence of the free surface and a dependence

on Froude number, the extent of the measurements and Froude number range are

limited and they are dependent on hull form such that general conclusions

cannot be reached. See Stern (1986) for a more complete review, including

theoretical work and references.

This report presents results from a towing-tank experiment conducted in

order to document the effects of waves on the boundary layer of a surface-

piercing body. A unique, simple model geometry is utilized which makes it

possible to identify and isolate the most important features of the wave-

induced effects. Furthermore, the flow geometry simulates the Stokes-wave/

flat-plate flow field for which calculations were previously performed (Stern,

1986). The capabilities of the computational method of approach are evaluated

by making comparisons with the measurements.

II. 1M GOMETRY AND OVMRIW OF THE EXPKRIMENTAL AND

THEORETICAL RESULTS

A sketch of the experimental model installed in the towing tank (figure

1) is shown in figure 2. The horizontal-submerged foil and vertically-suspen- S

ded surface-piercing flat plate are attached to a trailer which is towed at

constant speed. As will be discussed below, the foil generates waves with

properties similar to second-order Stokes waves, although there are some

differences due to the downstream plate. Herein, of primary interest is the

boundary-layer development on the plate. For large depths, where free-surface -

effects are negligible, the boundary-layer development is two-dimensional and

the flow characteristics are well known. For smaller depths, the boundary-

layer development is three-dimensional due to the presence of the free surface 0

and gravity waves, and the flow characteristics need to be documented. For

I" . . e, P @ , "d l .d



this purpose, measurements ware made of wave profiles as wll as detailed

boundary-layer velocity profiles for three wave-steepness conditions: zero,

medium, and large. The experimental condition is for turbulent flow, except

near the leading edge. The longitudinal position of the plate is adjusted so

that the plate leading edge coincides with the first wave crest. Velocity

profiles wre obtained for up to four depths and eight axial locations over

one complete wave length. This resembles the practical circumstance for

conditions when the wave length is comparable to the ship length and provides

experimental information for both the forebody and afterbody regions.

Recently, Stern (1986) performed a theoretical investigation concerning

the effects of waves on the boundary layer of a surface-piercing body. Numer- %

ical results were presented for both laminar and turbulent flow for the model

problem of a combination Stokes-wave/flat-plate. As previously mentioned,

this flow field is simulated by the present experimental flow geometry. The

first-order boundary-layer equations ware solved using an implicit finite- p

difference method. The calculations demonstrate and quantify the influence of

waves on the boundary-layer development. For laminar flow, calculations ware

made using small-amplitude-wave and more approximate free-surface boundary 4

conditions. For turbulent flow, only the more approximate free-surface bound-

ary conditions ware used. Both the external-flow piezometric-pressure gra-

dients and the free-surface boundary conditions ware shown to have a signi-

ficant influence. The former penetrates to a depth of about half the wave

length and the latter is confined to a region very close to the free sur- A

face. Order-of-magnitude estimates ware derived which show that the flow in

this region is analogous to the flow in a streamwise corner in that a consis-

tent formulation requires the solution of higher-order viscous-flow equations.

Herein, comparisons are made betwaen the measurements and the turbulent-flow

calculations.

An outline of the report is as follows. The experimental equipment and

procedures are described in Chapter III. In Chapter IV, the computational

method is outlined. The experimental and theoretical results are presented Jl

and discussed in Chapter V. In Chapter VI, some free-surface phenomena rele-

vant to wave-induced separation which is present in the experiments are dis-

cussed. Finally, in Chapter VII, some concluding remarks are provided.

2
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III. UPDEVAL EQUIBIKU LED 1'OCEDUKKS

The experiments were performed in the Iowa Institute of Hydraulic Re-

search (IIHR) towing tank (figure 1). The towing tank is 91.4m long and 3m

wide and deep. It is equipped with two Instrumented carriages, one driven and

one trailer. The towing carriage is cable-driven by a 15hp motor fitted with

a transistor-SCR tachometer-feedback speed regulator. The carriage can be

towed at speeds up to 6.1m/s with an accuracy of *3% for low speeds (.3 m/s),

*1% for medium speeds (1.25 m/s), and < *.5% for high speeds (> 2 m/s). The

carriage is operated from a control panel situated at one end of the tank.

A. NodeL Gemtry

'The experimental model is shown in figure 2. The horizontal foil (wave-

generation mechanism) nearly spans the towing tank and is mounted between end

plates which allow for adjustment of the foil's depth of submergence. Down-

stream of the foil, is the vertically-suspended surface-piercing flat plate.

The plate is suspended by an I-beam such that both its lateral and longitudi-

nal positions can be adjusted. The model configuration was designed to gener-

ate waves that are as two-dimensional as possible and with as little distur-

bance by the plate and end plates as possible. Both the foil and plate are

attached to a trailer which is towed by the main carriage (see figure 1).

This allows for easy access and optimum viewing.

The foil geometry and end plates were designed based on the experiments

of Salveser (1966) and Salvesen and von Kerczek (1975). Salvesen (1966)

performed similar towing-tank experiments with a horizontal-submerged foil

(without the downstream plate) for the purpose of validating his higher-order

perturbation wave theory for submerged two-dimensional bodies (Salvesen,

1969). Salvesen reported two-dimensional waves with small damping for about

one to two wave lengths. Beyond this distance, the end plates (the end 6

plates extended from the foil's leading to trailing edges) introduced distur-

bances such that the waves were no longer two-dimensional. In general, the

second-order wave profile is in good agreement with the measurements, includ-

ing both amplitude and wavelength, and shows a great improvement over the

linear theory. The wavelengths are about ten percent shorter than the linear-

theory predictions. The shape of the waves, both predicted and measured, isI
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"quite the same" as second-order Stokes waves. In subsequent work (Salvesen

and von Kerczek, 1975), the results by perturbation theory were compared with

numerical finite-difference solutions for the exact nonlinear inviscid-flow

problem. As part of this effort, some additional experiments were performed at

the David Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development Center. The same foil

geometry was used; however, the experiments were performed in a 12.2m long and

61cm wide and deep tank, which was fully spanned by the foil. In this case,

the waves were more uniform across the width of the tank and maintained their

shape for longer distances downstream of the foil.

The foil profile (figure 3) is symmetric with chord length c - 33.18cm

and thickness t - 11.44cm (t/c - .34). Both the foil and end plates are

constructed of aluminum. The end plates extend 2.4 chord lengths downstream

of the foil trailing edge. Although the foil angle of attack relative to the

uniform flow could be adjusted, in all the experiments conducted the angle of

attack was zero.

The flat plate is made of plexiglass with dimensions: 2.5m long, 1.lm

high, and 1.27cm thick. L-beams were mounted on the nonmeasurement side of

the plate for structural stiffness. The leading edge is wedge shaped to

reduce plate-induced wave effects on the measurement side of the plate. A 2 x

2cm grid was painted on the nonmeasurement side of the plate to facilitate

the wave-profile measurements. In order to induce turbulent flow, a row of

plastic studs with 3.2mm diameter, 1.6mm height, and 9.5mm spacing was fitted

on the plate 6cm downstream of the plate leading edge. Some preliminary

experiments were made using a similarly constructed aluminum plate (Stern, i

1985).

B. Instrumentation %

A three-hole yaw probe was used to measure the direction (in vertical

planes) and magnitude of the velocity in the three-dimensional boundary layer

on the plate. Although this probe does not allow for measurement of the

component of velocity normal to the plate, as does a five-hole yaw probe, its

dimensions are smaller than the latter, which allows for better resolution of

the flow near the wall. In the present experiment, the normal velocity com-

ponent is small and not of crucial importance. The probe is shown in figure

4



4. Also shown is the mechanical traverse used to position the probe. The

probe could be moved in three directions of a Cartesian coordinate system with

the lateral and vertical movements measured by counters with minimum counts of

2mm. The pressure tubes from the probe were connected by plastic tubing to

three Validyne pressure transducers. The voltage output from the pressure

transducers was sampled, digitized, and recorded by the data-acquisition

system to be described subsequently.

C. Calibration

The pressure transducers were calibrated (voltage vs. pressure) with a

Rouse precision manometer. The yaw probe was calibrated in an open-throat

wind tunnel. The probe was placed in the working section of the tunnel on an
assembly that allowed it to be yawed about the flow direction at any pre-
scribed angle. Since the effects of Reynolds number on calibration are known

to be insignificant for wind speeds in excess of 12m/s, the calibration was

carried out at a wind speed of 16.53m/s. The reference velocity was deter-

mined with a total-head tube.

If the direction of the uniform flow is assumed to be along the x-axis,

the yaw angle 0 and numbering scheme for the pressures PI, P2 1 and P3 sensed

by the probe holes are defined as shown in figure 4. P1 and P3 are primarily

sensitive to yaw. The following coefficients are defined:

KQ(0) - {P2- (Pl+ P3 )/2)ffpQ2 /21 ("I-l)

Ke(e) =(P } /(P2- (P + P )/2} (111-2)
01- 3 2 1 3

where P is the fluid density and Q the velocity magnitude. The probe was

calibrated in the range -40° 4 0 4 40° with 5-degree steps in yaw angle. The I
calibration coefficients (111-1) and (111-2) were calculated from these mea-

surements and are shown in figure 5. A computer program was developed for

data analysis in which third-degree polynomials were fitted by the method of
least squares to the calibration results, and values at desired points are

obtained by linear interpolation.

5
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The yaw probe was dynamically calibrated in the towing tank at zero yaw

angle. This calibration was found to be dependent on depth. Typical results

are shown in figure 6 for z - (5, 10, 15cm). It is seen that the slope of the

calibration line increases with decreasing depth. This is to be expected,

since the volume of air in the pitot tube decreases with increasing depth

which increases the air pressure; i.e., for the same speed, as the depth

increases so does the air pressure (voltage). A steep slope is desirable in

order to resolve small velocity differences. At the greatest depth, z - 30cm,

the calibration was found to be nonlinear such that different calibration

lines had to be fitted for the small and large velocity ranges. Also, it was

somewhat unstable for the smaller velocity range, due no doubt, to the small

pressure difference and slow response time. The standard procedure was to

perform a series of measurements for one depth at a time. During each series,

the calibration was checked daily.

D. Mata-Acquisition System

The data-acquisition system is a site-dedicated IBM-compatible PC with a

data-acquisition interface board. The system features four-channel simul-

taneous data-sampling capability with a maximum sampling rate of 27,000 sam-

ples per second. A generator linearly converts carriage speed to frequency,

which is transformed into voltage by a frequency-voltage converter. The

sensed pressures from the yaw probe are converted to voltages by the pressure

transducers which are sampled simultaneously with the carriage speed through

the analog-to-digital converter, digitized, and then read and stored by the

computer. A sampling rate of 200 samples/s per channel was used with a time

interval of 29.

3. Izperimental Procedure

Two types of measurements were made: wave profiles and boundary layer

velocity profiles. In both cases, a time interval of about 10 minutes between

carriage runs was necessary in order for the fluid motion induced by the

previous run to be sufficiently damped.

6
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19 Wave-Profile Measurements

For prescribed carriage velocity and depth of submergence of the foil,

the wave profile on the plate was measured photographically. This was facil-

itated by the grid painted on the nonmeasurement side of the (plexiglass)

plate. For optimum viewing, the pitot-probe traverse was removed for these

experiments. For each condition investigated, an average wave steepness was

estimated based on the photographs.

2. Velocity Iasurements

Three wave-steepness conditions were selected for the velocity-profile

measurements: zero, medium, and large. In each case, the experiments were

conducted at the same carriage velocity (Uc = 1.37m/s) such that, for the

latter two cases, the wave length was about 120cm. Measurements were made for

up to four depths and eight axial locations. The plate was offset laterally

so that the measurement side was at a greater distance from the tank sidealls

than the nonmeasurement side. The plate was positioned longitudinally such

that the plate leading edge coincided with the first wave crest. The measure-

ment locations, plate positions, and foil submergence depths are shown in

figure 7.

Air-bubble trapping due to the use of a water-air system to transmit

pressure to the pressure transducers was avoided by cleaning the connecting

tubes with compressed air before each experiment. The measurements were

usually made at the same location along the tank (circa. 3/4 of the length)

where the carriage velocity was nearly constant. Repeatability was checked by

typically performing about three measurements per data point. , -.

F. Kxperimental Uncertainty

Many factors contribute to error and thus uncertainty in the measure-

ments. Physical errors result due to probe misalignment, the influence of the

probe support, wall-proximity effects, probe displacement effects, turbulence

effects, and probe geometry. Numerical errors result due to the required

interpolations of the calibration coefficients. Here, error estimates will

not be provided for each of the above, but rather for the conglomerate.

Maximum uncertainties of *2.5% and *5% are estimated for the U- and W-velocity

components, respectively, based on the repeatability of the data.

7



IV. OUTLINE OF THK CONPUTATIONAL MIMhOD

As discussed above, the flow field of the foil-plate geometry simulates

the Stokes-wave/flat-plate flow field for which calculations were previously

performed (Stern, 1986). Comparisons will be made between the measurements

and the calculations in order to evaluate the capabilities of the computation-

al method of approach. In the following, a brief outline of the computational

method of approach is provided. Also, the conditions for the present calcula-

tions are stated. The details of the computational method of approach are

given by Stern (1986).

A. Approach

1. External Flow

Consider the flow field in the vicinity of a surface-piercing, vertical

flat plate moving in and at the same speed as a simple two-dimensional per-

odic-wave train. It is assumed that the plate is sufficiently thin that it

generates no waves of Its own. Outside of the plate boundary layer, the flow

is essentially inviscid and can be represented as a second-order Stokes wave;

i.e., the fluid velocity vector Ve for coordinates moving with the plate/wave

system is given by: g

Ve  U Uce I  + grad 0 (%-l

where 4 is the velocity potential

- - AU ce-kz sinkx (IV-2)
.iE

(x, z) are cartesian coordinates with x positive downstream and z positive

downwards (see figure 7), and el is the unit vector in the x-direction. The

third coordinate y is normal to the plate. The origin is located at the

intersection of the plate leading edge and the undisturbed water level. The %

free-surface elevation ne and the piezometric-pressure coefficient Cpe aree

given to second order by

8
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he (x) - - (1/2kA2 + Acoskx + 1/2kA 2cos2kx) (IV-3)

Cpe(x, z) 2Ake-kZcoskx - (Ak)2 e-2k z  (IV-4)

where Cpe - Pe/(1I/2PU 2 ) and Pe is the piezometric pressure. With regard to

calculating the boundary layer on the plate, the most important quantities are

the edge velocities

Ue/U c M I - Ake -kZcoskx (IV-5)

We/Uc - Ake-kZ sinkx (IV-6)

and the piezometric-pressure-gradient coefficients

Px M 3(Pe /PU 2 )/Dx - -Ak2eksinkx (IV-7)

2 2 -kz 2-_2kz
Pz M 3(P /PU )/3z -Ak e coskx + k(Ak) e (IV-8)

z e c

The dispersion relationship Is

U 2 g/k(l + (Ak) ) (IV-9)

The second-order terms have been included since they have a significant influ-

ence for steep waves.

The wave elevation, edge velocities, and piezometric-pressure gradients

are shown to first order in figure 8. Referring to figure 8, it is seen that

four potential-flow regions can be distinguished. In region I, both Pz and Px

are favorable, We > 0 and accelerating and ue < Uc and accelerating, where

Ue/Uc - Ue/Uc - I. In region II, Px is favorable and Pz is adverse, We > 0

and decelerating and ue > Uc and accelerating. In region III, both Pz and P.

are adverse, We < 0 and decelerating and ue > Uc and decelerating. In region

IV, Pz is favorable and Px is adverse, We ( 0 and accelerating and ue < Uc and

decelerating. Each of these regions has a distinct influence on the boundary-

layer development.

9
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2. Boundary Layer

The boundary-layer equations must be integrated numerically to obtain the

velocity field for specified external-flow pressure gradients and edge velo-

cities. The fully-implicit finite-difference method of Nash and Scruggs

(1976), originally developed for aircraft applications, has been used. This

method was improved by Patel et al. (1979, 1983, 1985) and applied to bodies

of revolution at incidence and to ship forms for zero Froude number. Stern

(1986) made some further modifications and applied the method to the Stokes-

wave/flat-plate flow field and the Wigley hull for nonzero Froude numbers

(Stern, 1985).

An overview of the method is as follows. The first-order bourdary-layer

equations are written in finite-difference form as

BF + BF + B3F + B F + B F BF A (IV-O).I m+1,n 2 m,n+l 3 1,n 4,n 5 m,n-1 6 m,n A6

where (1, m, n) are node-point indices in the (x, y, z) directions, respec-
-2

tively, 1_6 and A6 are coefficient matrices, and F - (U, W, q ). The veloc-

ity components (U, W) are in the (x, z) Cartesian coordinate directions,
and - is the turbulence intensity, i.e., twice the turbulent kinetic ener-

gy. The turbulence intensity is determined from the Bradshaw/Nash one-equa-

tion wall-turbulence model with a simple modification to account for the free

surface. In obtaining (IV-1O), x-derivatives are expressed using backward

differences, the first order y- and z-derivatives are expressed using upwind 0

differencing so as to preserve convective stability, and lastly, second-order

y-derivatives are expressed using a central difference.

The forward-marching procedure advances in the positive x-direction from

a cross-plane t-1, where the solution is assumed to be known, to a cross-plane

t, at which a new solution is obtained by solving equation (IV-1O) using an

ADI scheme. After each n- or i-scan, the continuity equation is integrated to

obtain the V-velocity component, which is in the y-direction. The coefficient

matrices are updated in successive iterations until convergence is obtained

with respect to the velocity components at each grid point within a specified

tolerance.
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The thickness of the integration domain is 1.266 (x, z), where 6 is the

boundary-layer thickness. Note that 6 is determined as part of the solu-

tion. The number of grid points is kept constant in the y- and z-directions.

Expanding grids are used in these directions in order to resolve the flow near

the wall and the free surface, respectively. The step size Ax is arbitrarily

specified. The usual boundary conditions are used, except at the free surface

where a symmetry-condition approximation to the free-surface boundary condi-

tions is applied.

B. Calculation Conditions

The conditions for the calculations were specified in order to simulate

those of the experiments. Calculations were performed for carriage speed Uc i
1.37m/s and two values of wave steepness Ak - (.11, .21). Based on these,

the wave length A is 1.19 and 1.15m, respectively, according to equation (IV-

9); however, here we simply assume the linear-theory value A - 1.2m. Thus,

6iReA = 1.64 x 10 (- U AM/), assuming an average water temperature of 20°C.A c

Transition was specified at x/A - .05, which corresponds to the location of

the trip studs in the experiments. 170 x-steps and 21 grid points across the

boundary layer were used. In the z direction, 8 grid points were used, i.e.,

z/A - (0., .025, .0619, .1164, .1969, .3156, .4911, .75). Since, in general,

the calculation and experimental locations did not coincide, the calculations

were interpolated onto the experimental locations using piecewise Hermite

0

splines.

V. EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORTI~CAL RESULTS

A. Wave Profiles

First the wave profiles were measured to determine the wavemaking charac-

teristics of the horizontal-submerged foil. Of present interest is the abil-

ity to generate waves with properties similar to Stokes waves and to control

both the wave steepness Ak and the wavelength A by adjustment of the foil

submergence d and the carriage speed U ., The experiments of Salvesen (1966)

and Salvesen and von Kerczek (1975), which were described in Section III.A,

indicated that this would be possible with the present arrangement; however,

the influence of the downstream plate was not known. Wave profiles were
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recorded photographically for d/c = (.96, .99, 1.12, 1.24, 1.39) and for Uc

ranging from .91 to 1.68m/s. Figure 9 shows the wave profile for d/c - 1.12

and Uc - 1.37m/s, and is representative of the other results obtained. As

will be shown subsequently through detailed comparisons, the wave profile

ne and velocity field Ve (velocity field external to the plate boundary

layer) are, in fact, similar to a second-order Stokes wave; however, there are

some differences. In particular, the plate has a damping influence such that

the second wave crest n 2 is smaller than the first ni. Referring to figure 9,

the damping factor

P - ln(n I/n (V-i) P.

is ti - .34. Typically, .25 < u < .6. Note that in Salvesen's experiments i
P - 0. The wave steepness Ak was determined from the measured average (first

tw crests and included trough) wave height H and wavelength A as .- *

.'. -.

Ak - Hi/A (V-2)

where H is measured from crest to trough. The wavelengths A were generally

shorter than those from linear theory; however, X was difficult to determine

accurately from the photographs and in some cases was estimated from linear

theory, i.e.

A, 2w /g (V-3) ' ,

(ef. equation (IV-9)).

The results for Ak vs. U for each d/c investigated are shown in figure

10. As expected, Ak increases with decreasing d/c. Also, Ak is maximum for a

certain Uc - Umax, which appears to decrease somewhat with d/c. For d/c -

1.39, Ue M 1.4m/s, whereas for d/c - 1.12, Umax - 1.3m/s. For d/c <

1.12, a wave-breaking phenomenon occurred for large Ak, i.e., for Ak > Akax

- .31 a highly disturbed region with the appearance of a hydraulic Jump was

observed at the free surface originating just upstream of the first wave

crest. The disturbance usually initiated at the end plates and then propa-

gated across the width of the tank. Similar disturbances were reported by

12
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Salvesen (1966) and others. Further discussion of this phenomenon, including

its similarities and relevance to wave-induced separation, is provided in

Chapter VI. Wave-steepness values determined from the wave profiles presented

by Salvesen (1966) and Salvesen and von Kerczek (1975) are also shown on

figure 10. Consistent with the previous discussion concerning the damping

influence of the plate, their wave-steepness values are larger than the pre-

sent ones for similar values of d/c. Salvesen and von Kerczek (1975) estimate

Akmax 35.

The results from the wave-profile measurements confirm that the wave

system of the foil-plate model has properties similar to Stokes waves; how-

ever, the plate has a damping influence. The damping influence and other

differences will be discussed more fully in Section V.C with regard to the

velocity measurements. Also, the results for the wave steepness indicate that

for 1.2 4 U ( 1.7m/s Ak varies considerably as a function of d/c. This was

helpful in the selection of conditions for the velocity measurements.

B. Wave-Induced Separation

Very little is known about wave-induced separation, I.e., three-dimen-

sional boundary-layer separation near the free surface induced by waves and

accompanied by a large disturbance to the free surface itself. It was first

identified and demonstrated experimentally by Chow (1967) with two-dimensional

struts mounted vertically and piercing the free surface in a hydraulic flume.

The struts were designed for unseparated flow when no waves are present, i.e.,

at large depths. For a foil strut, Chow observed regions of separated flow

originating just beyond the wave trough and extending up to and in some cases

beyond the trailing edge. The depth of the separated-flow region was of the

order of the wave height and the length was shown to depend on the Froude

number. Chow observed streamwise flow reversal as well as large cross flow

within the separated-flow region. Calculations of the separation starting

point using Stratford's laminar-separation criterion were shown to be in

agreement with the observations.

Wave-induced separation is also exhibited in the present experiment.

Although barely visible in figure 9, a close-up photograph of the separation

region for the same conditions as figure 9 is shown in figure 11a, which

13



clearly displays the phenomenon. An even more detailed view is shown in

figure lb, which is for conditions producing a larger and more disturbed

separation region (d/c - .96, Uc W 1.6m/s). A schematic view of the separa-

tion region is shown in figure 12. Based on the present experimental results,

the following general features of wave-induced separation can be identified:

(a) wedge-shaped region;

(b) unsteady turbulent (highly disturbed and broken) free surface;

(c) separation region is demarcated by a wave front across which the

free-surface slope is discontinuous;

(d) interaction region between wave induced-separation and waves gener-

ated by the displacement effects of the upstream boundary layer;

(e) depthwise extent is on the order of the wave height; and

(f) occurrence coincides with an adverse streamwise piezometric-pressure

gradient and vertical velocities towards the free surface.

For most conditions, the wave-front angle B (see figure 12) appears to be

about 20, but was difficult to determine accurately from the photographs.

However, it was possible to estimate the variation of the separation starting

point xs vs. Ak, as shown in figure 13. In figure 13, x5 is normalized with

respect to the wavelength, i.e.

Ls- I(xx (V-4)

where xn  is the x-coordinate at the first wave crest n Results are shown

for d/c L (.96, .99, 1.12). It was anticipated that Reynolds number effects

would be weak such that the results for each d/c would coincide. Although

true for d/c - (.96, .99), the results for d/c - 1.12 indicate smaller values

of L., i.e., larger separation regions. Also shown on figure 13, next to each

data point are the associated values of A and Reynolds number based on xs,

i.e., Re = U x /V. It is seen that for d/c - 1.12, generally, X and Re

are smallir than they are for d/c - (.96, .99). s

Although we were able to observe certain features of wave-induced separ-

ation, it was not possible to determine the nature of the flow within the

separation region. For this purpose, some flow-visualization studies were

conducted using a hypodermic needle with colored dye, but due to the small
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depthwise extent of the region and highly disturbed free surface it was diffi-

cult to reach conclusions. Large-scale streamwise flow reversal was not

evident, suggesting, at least for the present circumstances, an open- as

opposed to a closed-type separation. Velocity measurements to determine the

flow pattern are desirable; however, a large portion of the separation region

is above the undisturbed water level which makes yaw-probe measurements diffi-

cult and none were made.

The previous Stokes-wave/flat-plate calculations (Stern, 1986) also

indicated the occurrence of wave-induced separation. Separation was deemed to

occur when the streamwise shear-stress component became < 0. In the laminar-

flow calculations (ReA - 2 x 10 4), which were performed for Ak - (.01, .1, .2,

.3), this occurred for all but the lowest Ak value. In the turbulent-flow

calculations (Rex o 5 x 10 6), which were performed for Ak - (.01, .1, .2, .3,

.35), this only occurred for the highest Ak value. The predicted separation

starting point from these calculations and from Stratford's laminar-separation

criterion are also shown on figure 13. For laminar flow, as would be ex-

pected, large separation regions are predicted (i.e., small L.), even for the

lower Ak values. Note that the laminar-flow calculations and Stratford's

laminar-separation criterion are in fairly good agreement, although the latter

indicates smaller values by about 10%. For turbulent flow, the predicted

separation starting point is considerably larger than that that would be

expected from the experiments for Ak - .35. The present calculations (see

Section IV.B) are for turbulent flow and Ak - (.11, .21); thus, separation did

not occur. Recall that the present results as well as the previous ones just

referred to were obtained through the use of the usual first-order boundary-

layer equations with a symmetry-condition approximation to the free-surface

boundary conditions. As discussed previously, such an approach is not valid

in the region very near the free surface. In this region, even without the

occurrence of wave-induced separation, the free-surface boundary conditions

play an important role and higher-order equations are required. It is evident

that more advanced computational fluid dynamics techniques than those used .

presently are required to predict the flow very near the free surface, Inclu-

ding wave-induced separation. In such a computational study, a critical issue

that needs to be resolved is the determination of appropriate free-surface

boundary conditions for turbulent flow, especially for conditions under which
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wave-induced separation occurs. To aid in our understanding of wave-induced

separation, some relevant free-surface phenomena which appear to have common

features are discussed in Chapter VI.

C. Velocity Profiles

Conditions for the velocity-profile measurements were selected based on

the results of the wave-profile measurements. It was desired to have the

wavelength large so that the boundary layer would be thick, and also, for a

fixed wavelength, to have a sufficient variation in Ak as a function of d/c to

enable measurements for both large- and medium-steepness conditions. Note

that the former requires large Uc (see equation (IV-9) or (V-3)). Referring

to figure 10, the conditions selected are:

large steepness: Uc w 1.37m/s, d/c - 1.12,

medium steepness: Uc - 1.37m/s, d/c - 1.39. (V-5)

.

For both conditions the wavelength X - 120cm, so that ReA - 1.64 x 106  .=

U cl), assuming an average water temperature of 20°C. Referring to figure

7, measurements were made for up to four depths z/A - (.04, .08, .125, .25)

and eight axial locations x/A - (.125, .25, .375, .5, .625, .75, .875, 1).

Note that (x, z) - (0, 0) is at the intersection of the plate leading edge and

the undisturbed water level. To aid in ascertaining the effects of the waves

on the boundary-layer development, an additional set of measurements were made

for conditions which simulate zero-steepness, i.e., a flat free surface. I.

In the following, the zero-steepness results will be discussed first and 41

then the large- and medium-steepness conditions. For each condition, experi-

mental results are shown for the edge-velocity (Ue, We) and piezometric-pres-

sure CPe distributions, streamwise U and cross-flow W velocity profiles,

streamwise displacement thickness 8 , magnitude of the wall-shear stress Cf,

and other quantities of interest. Also, comparisons are made with the theore-

tical values. The experimental edge velocities were determined by fitting

least-square splines to the data. All integral parameters (8 , etc.) were

determined by trapezoidal-rule integration. The accuracy of the integration

is not as good for the experimental profiles as it is for the calculated ones

due to the smaller number of data points obtained for the former. The experi-
ON
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mental values for Cf were determined from a Clauser chart. In the figures, F

the experimental values are shown by symbols, and the calculated values by

solid curves. In the velocity-profile figures, the outermost point is at

1.265 where the velocity components have their edge values. This point was a %

boundary condition in the calculations, but, in general, not a measurement

point. In the presentation of the results and the discussions to follow, all

variables, unless otherwise indicated, are nondimensionalized using the wave-

length A, carriage velocity Uc, and fluid density p. In most of the discus-

sions, attention is first focused on the experimental results and then these A,

are compared with the theoretical values.
4

1. Zero Steepness

In order to simulate conditions corresponding to zero steepness measure-

ments were made both with the foil deeply submerged (i.e., d/c - 2.75) and

with the foil removed. Although in both cases the wave effects are small

(2A - 2cm, A - 120cm, Ak - .05), they are actually less for the foil install-

ed and d/c - 2.75 than for the foil removed. Apparently, for the former

condition, the plate- and foil-induced waves cancel resulting in a flatter

free surface. Only the results for the foil deeply submerged will be present-

ed.

As indicated above, the primary purpose of the zero-steepness measure-

ments is for comparison with the large- and medium-steepness conditions. It

is also of interest to evaluate the differences between the present flow and

the benchmark results for two-dimensional flat plate turbulent boundary layers

due to the present nonideal conditions, i.e., free-surface effects and rela-

tively low Reynolds number.

For Uc = 1.37m/s and d/c - 2.75, velocity measurements were made for z -

.08 and x - (.25, .5, .75, 1). The results are shown in figure 14, including

the corresponding calculations (i.e., the computed results at the greatest

depth z - .75, where the flow is essentially two-dimensional) for comparison.

The experimental results for the U-velocity component show the expected fea-

tures of a two-dimensional flat-plate turbulent boundary layer, except for x = ,

.25 where large differences are seen both in the edge value and the shape of

the velocity profile. The differences in edge values are attributable to

free-surface effects. In particular, the plate induces a small-amplitude

9%
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leading-edge wave (see figure 7) such that the streamwise velocity component

is reduced near the plate leading edge (crest region). As to the differences

in shape, it appears that the plastic studs at x - .05 are not completely

effective such that at x - .25 the flow is in transition and not fully turbu-

lent. Of course, the W-velocity component is zero for two-dimensional flow,

however, in the experiments there is a small W component (W/Uc < 2.5%). Here

again, this is attributed to free-surface effects. Note that the experimental

edge values and cross flow are consistent with the d/c - 2.75 wave profile

(see figure 7). The comparison between the calculations and the measurements

is quite good, except for x - .25 for the reasons noted above. The experimen-

tal boundary-layer thickness is about 10% thicker than the calculated one.-2

Also shown in figure 14 are the calculated turbulence-intensity profiles q

although no experimental data were obtained for comparison.

Figure 15 shows a comparison of the wall-shear-stress magnitude Cf ob-

taned from the measurements based on the-Clauser chart, the calculations, and J
the benchmark momentum-integral analysis presented by White (1974). The

latter, according to White, is within 5% of all the data for smooth plates.

The abscissa is Re6*(= Uc
6 /v) rather than x or Re x so that Cf should be inde-

pendent of the transition point. Generally, the experimental values are

smaller than the benchmark values and show a larger slope. These differences

are due both to the present nonideal conditions and the use of the Clauser

chart. The values of the constants in the logarithmic-overlap law used in

generating the Clauser chart may not be the same as those that would be con-

sistent with the present experimental data. The calculations are about 10%

below the benchmark values and have the same slope. ,

Figure 16 shows a similar comparison for the shape parameter H - /-,

where 8 is the momentum thickness. The experimental values are larger than

the benchmark values, but converge towards them (at x - 1, the difference is

about 15%). In the laminar-flow region, the calculated H is about 1% below

the Blasius value. In the turbulent-flow region, the trend of the calcula-

tions is similar to that of the experiments, but with smaller values (at x -

1, the difference from the benchmark values is about 5%).,%

The velocity profiles are plotted using inner- and outer-law variables

(see List of Symbols for definitions) in figures 17 and 18, respectively.
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Also shown on figure 17, are the linear-sublayer and logarithmic-overlap

laws. In the latter case, the values of the constants used were K - .4 and B

- 5.5. Also shown on figure 18, is the theoretical zero-pressure-gradient

equilibrium wake profile of Mellor and Gibson (1966). Referring to figure 17,

it is seen that the experimental profiles, with the exception of x - .25, show

the expected behavior in the logarithmic-overlap and outer regions, although

there are only about three experimental data points in the former and the one

closest to the wall is in error due to interference effects between the probe

and wall. The slope of the logarithmic portion is consistent with K - .4, but

the additive constant is larger B - 6. In the outer region, the profile shapes S

and distances above the logarithmic-overlap law are consistent with Coles wake

function. Again, the calculations and experiments are in agreement, except

for x - .25. Besides the logarithmic-overlap and outer regions, the calcula- 4

tions are also seen to represent well the sublayer and blending zones. Refer-

ring to figure 18, it is seen that, with the exception of the experimental

profile for x - .25, the profiles are in reasonable agreement with the theory. j
It is concluded that, for conditions which simulate zero steepness (i.e.,

the foil deeply submerged), the boundary-layer development on the plate shows

the typical characteristics of a two-dimensional flat-plate turbulent boundary N

layer; however, there are some differences, especially near the leading edge, I
which are attributable to free-surface and low-Reynolds-number effects. The

agreement between the measurements and the calculations is generally quite 0

good, and both agree well with the benchmark results.

2. Large Steepness

The wave profile shown in figure 9 corresponds to the large-steepness

condition; however, for the velocity-profile measurements, the longitudinal

position of the plate was adjusted so that the plate leading edge coincided

with the first wave crest (see figure 7). Figure 19 is a photograph of the

flow near the leading edge. Superimposed on the free surface of the Stokes

wave is a small-amplitude short-wave-length diverging-wave system, which is

due to leading-edge effects associated with the finite-thickness of the plate .Nxand the plastic studs at x - 6cm used to induce turbulent flow. Recall, as we

have already pointed out, the occurrence of a plate-induced leading-edge wave

(i.e., a transverse wave system). Hereafter, all such effects will be refer-
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red to as leading-edge effects of the plate. Figure Ila is a photograph of

the flow near x - X - 120cm, which shows the wave-induced separation for the

present condition.

Measurements were made for z - (.04, .08, .125) and x - (.125, .25, .375,

.5, .625, .75, .875, 1) and also for z - .25 and x - (.25, .5, .75, 1); how-

ever, only the former are presented. The results for z ..25 suffered from

the wake of the upstream foil and inaccuracies due to calibration difficulties

at this large depth, as discussed in Section III.C. Results for z - .25 are

included for the medium-steepness condition where the foil-wake effects are

less severe.

The measured edge-velocity distribution is shown in figure 20. The

measurements show the typical characteristics of a two-dimensional wave,

i.e.: Ue is minimum at the crests x - (0,1), close to I at the nodes x

(.25, .75), and maximum at the trough x - .5; We is close to zero at the

crests and trough, and maximum and minimum at the first and second nodes,

respectively. Note that the wave is aperiodic since the first crest is some-

what larger than the second. As discussed above, this is due to the leading-

edge effects and damping influence of the plate.

Also shown on figure 20 are the second-order Stokes-wave values for Ak - Ni

21. This value of Ak was selected to give the best overall agreement between

theory and experiment. In general, the experimental and theoretical values 0

are both qualitatively and quantitatively in close agreement which confirms

that the differences between the wave system of the foil-plate model and a

Stokes wave are relatively small. To display further the nature of the dif-

ferences, a comparison is shown in figure 21 between the experimental and S

theoretical piezometric-pressure distribution. The experimental values were

obtained from the measured edge velocities through the use of the Bernoulli

equation. Also shown on figure 21 are both the measured wave profile and the

second-order Stokes-wave elevation. As expected, the level of agreement

between the experimental and theoretical values of CPe is similar to that

shown for the edge velocities. The measured wave profile and edge pressure

are in most cases consistent, i.e., the maximum and minimum values of CPe are

at the free surface. The largest discrepancies between the measured wave

profile and the second-order Stokes-wave elevation are at the ends. For x <
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.25, the experimental wave elevation is larger than the theoretical one, due

to the leading-edge effects of the plate. For x > .75, the experimental wave

elevation is smaller than the theoretical one due to the damping influence of

the plate. In the mid region (.25 < x < .75), the agreement is rather good.

The inconsistencies between the theoretical wave elevation and piezometric-

pressure distribution for .25 < x < .75 are due to the fact that the latter

was evaluated along lines of constant z and not streamlines. It should be

recognized that the Stokes-wave velocity and plezometric-pressure distribu-

tions shown in figures 20 and 21, respectively, are the edge values prescribed

in performing the boundary-layer calculations for the large-steepness condi-

tion.

The detailed velocity profiles, both measured and calculated, are shown

in figures 22a-c for all x values and z - (.04, .08, .125), respectively.

Referring to figure 22a, with regard to the U-velocity component, it is seen

that initially, at x - .125, the profile appears laminar, at x - .25 the

profile is transitional, and for x > .25 the profiles are turbulent. The low-

Re effects near the leading edge x - (.125, .25) were noted and discussed

previously in the zero-steepness results (see Section V.C.1). With regard to

the W-velocity component, the outer part of the profile is relatively flat,

but the inner part shows dramatic changes over the wavelength. The effects of

the variations of the external-flow piezometric-pressure gradients on the

boundary-layer development, which were discussed previously in explicating the _

calculations (Stern, 1986), are also clearly visible in the measurements. In A

particular, in response to Px, the U-velocity component is accelerating for x .a

= (.125, .25, .375, .5) and the boundary-layer-growth rate is small; but it is

decelerating for x - (.625, .75, .875, 1) and the boundary-layer-growth rate

is large. At this depth, the boundary layer is thick for x - (.125, .25),

such that the acceleration actually thins the boundary layer, i.e., the bound-

ary layer thickness at x = .375 is less than that at x - .25. In response to

Pz' the W-velocity component shows alternating direction. First, for x

(.125, .25), W is positive and increasing. Subsequently, beginning with the

inner part of the profile first, W becomes negative (x - .375, .5, .625,

.75). Lastly, for x - (.875, 1.), again beginning with the inner part of the

profile first, W becomes positive. It is remarkable how the inner part of the S

W-velocity component responds first to the changes in the external flow. a.-

.
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Referring to figures 22b,c, the results at greater depths show very similar

trends to those just discussed, but with reduced amplitudes in their deviation

from two-dimensional flow due to the decay of the external-flow piezometric-

pressure gradients. Also, the boundary-layer thickness at x - (.125, .25) is

not as large as it is for z - .04.

Generally, close agreement is shown between the calculations and the

measurements both for the thickness of the boundary layer and the shape of the

profiles, except near the leading edge. For x = (.125, .25), along with the

above discussed differences in edge values, differences are also seen across

the boundary layer. The experimental boundary-layer thickness is considerably

larger than the calculated one and the shape of the profiles, especially the

U-velocity component, is quite different. The calculations display typical

turbulent-flow characteristics, whereas as just discussed, the experimental

flow shows low-Re effects. The calculated W-velocity component shows a more

gradual variation across the boundary layer than the experiments. For x >

.25, as already noted the agreement is very good. The differences in the U-

velocity profile are primarily due to the differences in edge values. It is

noteworthy how accurately the W-velocity component is predicted. The experi-

ments indicate a somewhat faster depthwise decay rate than the exponential

decay rate specified in the calculations. Also shown on figure 22 are the-2 -2 prfies1

calculated turbulence-intensity profiles q . A comparison of the q profiles

in figure 22a with those shown for two-dimensional flow in figure 14 indicates

that, during the acceleration phase, the maximum value is increased and occurs k,
closer to the wall. Subsequently, during the deceleration phase, the maximum

value is reduced and occurs more towards the middle of the boundary layer.

The measured streamwise displacement thickness 6 is shown in figure

23. Also shown are the values from the zero-steepness experiments and the

calculations for comparison. Initially, for x - .125, the measured displace-

ment thickness at z - .04 is considerably larger than that at the greater

depths. This is consistent with the boundary-layer thickness trends shown in

figure 22. For x - .25, the displacement thicknesses for all three depths

have about the same value which is close to that for zero steepness. Subse-

quently, for x - (.375, .5), the results for large steepness clearly show a

reduction in displacement thickness as compared with the zero-steepness condi-

tion. Although the greatest reduction is for z - .04, the values for all
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three depths are similar. Note that the rate of reduction is largest for x -

.375. Finally, for x - (.625, .75, .875, 1), the trend is reversed; i.e., the

results for large steepness show increased values as compared with those for

zero steepness. In this case, the variation with depth is quite evident with

the largest increases occurring for decreasing depth. Note that the rate of

increase is largest for x - .875. The trends just described are a direct

result of the influences of the external-flow piezometric-pressure gradients,

including the strong influence of the three-dimensionality of the flow; i.e.,

the fact that the largest rates of decrease and Increase occur for x < .5 and

1, respectively, is due to the influence of Pz" The minimum and maximum

values show a 39% and 30% change from the zero-steepness values, respectively.

Here again, generally, close agreement is shown between the calculations a

and the measurements. The z - .75 solution and the zero-steepness measure-

ments show very similar values, although for x - 1 the measured value is

somewhat larger than the calculated one. For the large-steepness condition I

and z = .04, the measurements and calculations are in close agreement except

at the ends where the differences are seen to be consistent with-the previous

discussions. For z - (.08, .125), both the calculations and measurements6

indicate similar trends, although the calculations exhibit a larger variation
with depth than the measurements. The maximum and minimum values show about a z
33% and a 76% change from the deep solution, respectively. It is noteworthy

that the magnitude of the free-surface effects on the displacement thickness

both measured and predicted are substantially in agreement.

Figure 24 shows a similar comparison for the wall-shear-stress magnitude II
Cf. The experimental values were obtained through the use of the Clauser

chart. It is seen that the wall-shear-stress behavior is consistent with the

previously described displacement thickness, but in reverse trend. Note that

the shear stress responds more quickly, and with greater intensity to changes

in the external flow than the displacement thickness. Initially, for x -

.125, the wall-shear stress at z - .04 is considerably smaller than that at

the greater depths. For x - .25, the wall-shear stress for all three depths

have similar values which are somewhat larger than that for zero steepness.

Subsequently, for x - (.375, .5), the results for large steepness show a large

increase over the zero-steepness values. The shallower the depth the larger

the increase. The greatest increase occurs for x = .375. Finally, for x N.
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(.625, .75, .875, 1), the trend reverses, i.e., the results for large steep-

ness show smaller values than those for zero steepness. The shallower the

depth the larger the reduction. Note that the largest reduction occurs for x

- .875. The maximum and minimum values show a 62% and 33% change from the

zero-steepness values, respectively.

As has been the case throughout, generally, close agreement is shown

between the calculations and the measurements. The z - .75 solution was

previously compared with the zero-steepness measurements in figure 15 in which

the abcissca is Rea* instead of x, as it is in figure 24. The trends shown in

both figures are identical, although they are less exaggerated when x is used

for the abcissa. For the large-steepness condition the comparison is quite

good, although the calculations indicate a larger increase and decrease than

the experiments. The maximum and minimum values show about a 76% and a 68%

change from the deep solution, respectively.

3. Medium Steepness

The wave profile corresponding to the medium-steepness condition is shown

in figure 7. Here again, the longitudinal position of the plate was adjusted

so that the plate leading edge coincided with the first wave crest. Similar

leading-edge free-surface effects were present for this condition as those

described previously for the large-steepness condition. Although the free

surface near x = as somewhat disturbed, no wave-induced separation occur-

red. Measurements were made for z - (.04, .08) and x - (.125, .25, .375, .5,

.625, .75, .875, 1) and for z - (.125, .25) and x - (.25, .5, .75, 1).

The results are shown in figures 25 through 29 in which the same format

has been used as that for the large-steepness condition. Figure 25 shows the

edge velocities. Figure 26 shows the piezometric-pressure distribution.

Figure 27 shows the velocity and turbulence-intensity profiles. Lastly,

figures 28 and 29 show the streamwise displacement thickness and the magnitude

of the wall-shear stress, respectively.

As discussed previously with regard to the large-steepness condition, the

wave steepness is selected to give the best overall agreement between theory

and experiment for the edge-velocity distribution. Referring to figure 25,

for the present condition, Ak - .11 was used. In general, the present experi-

mental trends are consistent with the large-steepness condition, except with
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reduced deviations from the zero-steepness values due to the smaller Ak;

however, the data are somewhat more irregular than that shown previously. As

was the case for large steepness, the experimental and theoretical values are

in close agreement.

V1. SOME FREE-SURFACE PHENOMENA RELEVANT TO WAVE INDUCED SEPARATION

Wave-induced separation was discussed in Section V.B. To aid in our

understanding of this phenomenon, some relevant free-surface phenomena which

appear to have common features with the former will now be discussed.

The first is the small d/c wave-breaking phenomenon referred to in Sec-

tion V.A which has been the subject of some recent investigations. Battjes

and Sakai (1981) performed experiments with a NACA 6024 profile in a wave-

current flume for d/c - 1, angle of attack - 15, and free-stream velocity U0

= 1.08m/s. These conditions generate a wave with Ak - .34 and an extensive

region of wave breaking. They believe this flow to be similar to the later

stages of a shallow-water spilling breaker. Their primary objective was to

quantify the observations of Peregrine and Svendsen (1978) for quasi-steady

hydraulic jumps, bores, and spilling breakers that the turbulent flow, immedi-

ately following breaking, resembles a turbulent-mixing layer. This appears to

have been accomplished through laser-doppler-velocimeter measurements which

show that the turbulent-flow field downstream of the initiation of the separa-

tion at the free surface resembles that in a self-similar turbulent wake with

regard to the mean-velocity defect, turbulence intensity, and shear-layer

thickness. Also, the gross features of the flow are shown to obey Froude U
scaling. However, these results must be viewed with some caution since the

accuracy of the measurements is questionable. Although the depthwise extent

of the measurements includes the foil wake, it is barely discernible.

Duncan (1983) performed experiments with a NACA 0012 profile in a 24m

long and 61cm wide and deep tank for angles of attack of 50 and 100, U0 = (.6,

lm/s), and variable d/c. Wave profiles and vertical distributions of mean

velocity and total head were measured. The purpose of the study was to deter-

mine a breaking criterion and the contribution of breaking resistance to the i
total. For Ak - .31, breaking could be induced by dragging a light cloth on

the water surface just upstream of the foil. For .31 < Ak < .35, the breaking
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was spontaneous. Thus, Duncan concludes that the breaking criterion is Akmax

- .31, which is consistent with the present results. The wake-survey measure-

ments indicate that, under breaking conditions, the total drag is more than

three times the potential-flow wave drag.

Mori (1986) performed experiments with a NACA 0012 profile in a circulat-

ing-water channel for an angle of attack of 2° and variable d/c and U0. Wave

profiles and vertical distributions of mean velocities and Reynolds stresses

were measured. The latter quantities were obtained with an X-type hot-film

probe. Breaking was observed for Akmax .31 which is consistent with the

above discussions. Large velocity defects and turbulence intensities were

shown near the free surface just downstream of the breaking-wave front. .

Breaking criteria were developed for some simple cases (linear and constant-

curvature free surface) based on inviscid-flow instability analysis.

In summary, waves of sufficient steepness (Akmax ~ .31) generated by a

horizontal-submerged foil break and form a turbulent separation region near

the free surface originating on the forward face of the wave where the stream-

wise piezometric-pressure gradient is adverse and the vertical velocity is

towards the free surface. The occurrence of flow reversal in the separation

region and the size of the separation region depend on the intensity of the

disturbance. The separation region mixes with the main flow in the same

manner as a turbulent wake.

A considerable amount of work has been done, for the most part using %

inviscid-flow analysis, concerning the instability of deep-water waves (e.g.,

the review article of Yuen and Lake (1980)). Longuet-Higgins (1978) identi- I
fies two distinct types of instability: low wave-steepness instabilities with

low rates of growth; and high wave-steepness local instabilites leading di-

rectly to wave breaking. Here we are concerned with the latter. The insta-

bility analysis of Longuet-Higgins (1978) indicates Akmax = .44. Similar

values have been given by others, including Stokes (1880) using an argument

locally valid near the crest to demonstrate that the limiting wave profile has

a 120* corner at its crest, which is a stagnation point. Longuet-Higgins and

Cokelet (1978) verify the instability analysis through numerical simulations

of the exact nonlinear, unsteady, inviscid, spatially-periodic wave problem.

It is apparent that the results from inviscid-flow analysis are not in accord
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with the experimental results for waves generated by horizontal-submerged

foils. To our knowledge they have not been confirmed by experiments for waves

generated by other configurations either. Thus, one cannot be certain that

all the physical mechanisms responsible for breaking and free-surface separa- Ntion are well represented by inviscid-flow theory. Although the gross fea-

tures of the flow obey Froude scaling, the fact that breaking and free-surface

separation can be triggered by sidewall boundary layers and free-surface shear

indicates the importance of nonuniformities and, no doubt, viscosity.

Next we discuss the complex, nonlinear, nondispersive free-surface phen-

omena exhibited in the near field of ships. Baba (1969) first identified the

importance of such phenomena, i.e., breaking bow waves and their large contri-

bution to resistance. Subsequent investigations, most notably the extensive

program of towing-tank experiments at the University of Tokyo (Inui, 1981),

have demonstrated in more detail, not only breaking bow waves, but the occur-

rence of a separation zone and vortices ahead of the bow and other breaking

waves originating both along the forebody shoulder and in the stern region.

For a variety of ship and wedge models, the near-field wave patterns were

studied using overhead photography, often with an aluminum powder film on the ___

water surface to enhance flow visualization, along with some wave-height and

mean-velocity and pressure-field measurements. For purposes of discussion,

these experiments are conveniently divided into those pertaining to the fore-

body and the afterbody.

Miyata and Inui (1984) have summarized the work concerning the waves t

originating on the forebody (bow and shoulder). The following typical charac- ,.

teristics of the near-field waves, which they refer to as free-surface shock

waves, are identified:

(a) the wave patterns are due to nonlinear and viscous effects and are

not part of Kelvin's linear dispersive wave system; IE
(b) they originate in regions with large-wave steepness;

(c) the appearance of the free surface is unsteady and turbulent on and

behind the wave fronts;

(d) the region in which the flow undergoes an abrupt change In velocity

is limited to a thin layer near the free surface;

(e) the wave-crest-line angle varies with the Froude number and ship-

model geometry;
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(f) the velocity magnitude drops rather suddenly at the wave front in

such a manner that the component normal to the wave-front line is

considerably decreased, whereas the tangential component is almost

conserved;

(g) dissipation of wave energy into momentum loss far behind the ship

models occurs; and

(h) the gross features of the flow obey Froude scaling.

Doi (1980), Doi et al. (1981, 1982), and Doi and Kajitani (1986) report

on the work concerning the characteristics of near-field stern waves. The V

principal results from this work are as follows:

(a) the characteristics of stern waves are similar to those of forebody

waves;

(b) their starting point is Froude-number dependent and occurs in regions

of large-wave steepness and upward oriented flow;

(c) the wave-front angle (100 < B < 40° ) is strongly dependent on body

geometry and weakly dependent on Froude number;

(d) a large velocity defect occurs near the free surface downstream of

the wave front; '-C

(e) gross features obey Froude scaling, however, free-surface turbulence

intensity does not;

(f) wave resistance shows significant increase for conditions leading to

large stern waves (i.e., separation position moves forward and B

large), which are dependent on body geometry and Froude number; and I
(g) stern waves can be controlled by attenuating the wave slope or sup-

pressing the upward oriented flow.

Although the wave-induced separation exhibited in the present experiment I
is, no doubt, most closely related to the just described near-field stern

waves, it appears that both of these have certain features in common with the

previous descriptions of both the near-field forebody waves and the small d/c

wave-breaking/free-surface-separation phenomenon. In particular, all four

appear to have the following in common:

(a) unsteady turbulent (highly disturbed and broken) free-surface separa-

tion region;
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(b) separation zones originate in regions of large-wave steepness where

the streamwise piezometric-pressure gradient is adverse and the

vertical velocity is towards the free surface;

(c) the separation region is demarcated by a wave front across which the

free-surface slope is discontinuous;

(d) depthwise extent is on the order of the wave height; and

(e) the separation region is a velocity-defect region which mixes with

the main flow downstream in the same manner as a turbulent wake.

Of course, there are differences between the free wave and body-generated wave
situations due to the interactions with the body boundary layer and wake in

the latter case, especially near the stern. We have tried to identify common

features in order to aid in our understanding of these complex flow phenomena.

In spite of the engineering importance of such phenomena, especially for

ship design, at present only a qualitative understanding exists. In fact, the

interpretation of these flow structures can be quite different. As discussed

by Inui (1981), some consider the above a wave-breaking type phenomena and

thus closely related to the dispersive wave system, whereas others have used

the terminology free-surface shock waves to describe them, indicating an-.,.

independent nonlinear nondispersive wave system. Our own present viewpoint is

somewhere between the two, i.e., for sufficiently steep waves, a free-surface

separation and wake region is superimposed on top of and possibly modifies the

underlying dispersive wave system. The separation region is nondispersive,

but diffuses and mixes with the underlying flow in the same manner as a turbu-

lent wake. In the case of body-generated waves, strong interactions can occur

with the body boundary layer, especially in the stern region, the separation

regions can be quite large, and substantial modifications of the dispersive *,

wave system are possible. For the present, we retain the terminology wave-

induced separation to refer to the phenomenon exhibited in the present experi-

ment; however, the three-dimensional separation referred to includes both the

boundary layer and the free surface itself. Certainly much more work needs to N.

be done in order to understand and develop a theory for these complicated

free-surface flow structures. 
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VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Detailed experimental information has been presented which documents the

effects of waves on the boundary layer of a surface-piercing body. The ef-

fects are shown to be significant. In particular, the variations of the .0

streamwise Px and depthwise Pz external-flow piezometric-pressure gradients

cause acceleration and deceleration phases of the streamwise velocity compo-

nent and alternating direction of the cross flow which result in large oscil-

lations of the displacement thickness and wall-shear stress as compared to the

no-wave condition. For 0 < x < .5, Px is favorable which accelerates the

streamwise velocity component and results in a reduction in displacement

thickness and an increase in wall-shear stress near the free surface. These

effects are compounded by a favorable P. for 0 < x < .25 which drives the .

cross flow away from the free surface and tempered by an adverse Pz for .25 <

x < .5 which drives the cross flow towards the free surface. For .5 < x < 1,

P is adverse, which decelerates the streamwise velocity component and results

in an increase in displacement thickness and a reduction in wall-shear stress I
near the free surface. These effects are compounded by an adverse Pz for .5 <

x < .75 and tempered by a favorable Pz for .75 < x < 1. The magnitude of
these trends increases with increasing wave steepness. Also, waves of suffi-

cient steepness induce flow separation near the free surface in regions where

P is adverse and the cross flow is towards the free surface. Although we,x
were able to observe certain features of wave-induced separation and identify

and discuss some relevant phenomena, it is apparent that much more work needs

to be done in order to understand and develop a theory for such complex free-

surface flow structures.

The measurements have been compared to the calculations of Stern (1986)

and close agreement demonstrated. The computational method of approach uti-

lizes the usual first-order boundary-layer equations with a symmetry-condition

approximation for the free-surface boundary conditions. Thus, it is concluded a

that many features of the flow can be predicted with such an approach; how-

ever, wave-induced separation is not predicted for the large-steepness condi-

tion, although present in the experiments. As was discussed in Section V.B,

in order to predict the flow very near the free surface, including wave-in-

duced separation and the flow within the separation region, more advanced

computational fluid dynamics techniques than those used presently are required
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in which higher-order viscous-flow equations are solved with more exact treat-

ment of the free-surface boundary conditions. In such a computational study,

a critical issue that needs to be resolved is the determination of appropriate

free-surface boundary conditions for turbulent flow, especially for conditions

under which wave-induced separation occurs.

It should be recognized that we have been able to explain most of the

experimental and theoretical results solely with reference to the external-

flow piezometric-pressure gradients and without taking into account the free-

surface boundary conditions. In the case of the calculations, this is consis-

tent with the symmetry-condition approximation used for the free-surface 0

boundary conditions. In the case of the experiments, this may be due to the

fact that the first depthwise measurement location z - 5cm is, in most cases,

greater than one boundary-layer thickness (6 - 3cm) from the free surface, and

our previous work (Stern, 1986) indicates that the influence of the free-

surface boundary conditions penetrates only to a depth of 6. The analogy

between the present flow and the flow in a streamwise corner has already been

pointed out. It should also be mentioned that, for curved corner flow, it is

well known that the effects of lateral curvature are likely to be an order of

magnitude larger than those due to Reynolds stress gradients (Johnston, 1978).

Thus, for the present circumstances, especially for steep waves, pressure-

gradient effects may predominate. However, detailed flow structures close to

the free surface, such as wave-induced separation, no doubt, depend very much •

on the free-surface boundary conditions as well.

With regard to the direction of future work, pitot-probe wake measure-

ments as well as boundary-layer and wake turbulence measurements using hot-

film probes are planned. Also, of interest are experiments using practical

hull forms in order to study the influence of body-geometry pressure-gradient

and curvature effects.
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Figure 12. Wave-induced separation.
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Figure 13. Separation starting point.
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Figure 19. Leading-edge flow: U c 1.37m/s, d/c =1.12.
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Figure 21. Edge pressure: large steepness.
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Figure 24. Wall-shear-stress magnitude: large steepness.
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Figure 25. Edge velocity: medium steepness.
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Figure 28. Streamwise displacement thickness: medium steepness.
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